Hamilton urges support for lower tuition proposal

by Bob Kerksieck

The university's tuition proposal is sound, but it is going to be scuttled by the governor unless we take immediate action, United Council (UC) President Jim Hamilton said Saturday.

Hamilton, president of the UWSP student government last year, was speaking of a proposal written by the UW Central Administration which calls for a reduction of in-state, undergraduate tuition from 25 percent of instructional cost to 12.5 percent.

He said that if current trends continue, tuition and fees for undergrads may be over $1,000 annually in less than four years.

UW President John Weaver and the UW Board of Regents have come out in support of the lower tuition proposal. But, Governor Patrick Lucey has repeatedly spoken out against the proposal, calling it inflationary and a "pie in the sky."

"The governor has not even seen a copy of the proposal," said Hamilton. "I think his decision to unconditionally reject it is a bit premature."

Hamilton said that many legislators feel Lucey jumped the gun.

"Once all the facts on this are brought out there won't be any reason to be against it," said Hamilton. "The present surplus can be used to fund this. It will not be necessary to raise taxes."

He estimated that the state of Wisconsin presently has a surplus of about $255 million.

"It will be a shame if this proposal goes unheeded, when it could so easily be implemented," said Hamilton. "There is ample room in the UW budget to accommodate this proposal, if the governor wants to."

I think the real issue is equal access to higher education, Hamilton said. "Wisconsin has been a national leader in higher education. Lucey is seriously hindering this program."
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Assembly to be retained

by Sally Dusit

The student Senate voted to retain the Student Assembly in a resolution passed with a three-fourths vote on Sunday, November 10.

After weeks of deliberation about the future of the Assembly, it was decided that the assembly in some way be restructured to be better representative of the student body.

Senator Tom "Wojo" Wojciechowski, chairman of the Constitutional Revision Committee, prepared Sunday evening with Sophomore Court Report and structural points to present his final argument for the Assembly being retained.

He cited three cases which were all upheld by the Supreme Court when the question of legality of representation of the group was in question, and paralleled them to the case at UWSP.

He also cited four major reasons for retention of the Assembly: checks and balances of power are important; each student on campus could be represented by at least three students, two senators and one assembly person plus the organization itself; the organizations provide a marked amount of campus leadership; the organizations represent and student organizations are not private interest groups, but rather student interest groups which encompass the entire college community.

 Debate after Wojo's final proposal was limited to 30 minutes. It had been brought up earlier by Lyle Updike, president of Student Government, that the student classification of the merger bill gives students the right to organize their government structures in the manner they determine. This helped clarify the point of legality of representation which was in doubt, said Senator Jack Elsinger.

It was also pointed out that the Assembly be required to have strict attendance policies for individual students, withdrawing from the university after the refund period to purchase a special activities ID.

This ID would be valid for student admission to the Fine Arts and Lectures Series, sports events, movies, plays and concerts.

The ID would not be valid for services of the Learning Resources Center (LRC), the Games room and University Center (UC) equipment rental, the Health Center and all other normal student participation activities which involve the use of university-owned property and equipment.

Updike cited November as the month that the back Senate's tuition proposal of zero tuition increase and a name change was defeated by a 2 to 1 vote. Students were permitted to pick up registration in a resolution passed with a three-fourths vote on Sunday, November 10.

Student Government will be launching a new letter writing campaign. Students, parents, other schools and all interested people should take it upon themselves to compose a letter to Governor Ross Perot in support of this proposal.

In addition, a unanimous vote of the Senate passed a resolution which states the Student Government of UWSP endorses and applauds the Board of Regents in their support for tuition stabilization and subsequent reduction of the tuition paid by the student in Wisconsin.

In other business, United Council Representative, Steve Stiefvater, said that 4,000 persons were contacted during the voter registration campaign.

He said that if another campaign were to be held, he would like to see a move to mobile stations which contact with and registration of the student could be made at one time.

United Council is presently investigating the possibility of including a computer card in registration packets which would provide some basic registration information, Stearns added.

A joint committee was appointed to discuss the defeat by the Assembly of a motion passed by the Senate concerning the cheerleaders' requests for 800.00. The committee will meet on Nov. 14.

The next meeting of the Senate will be held at 7 p.m., Monday, Nov. 17, in the Wisconsin Room of the UC.

Student Government will support the above proposals without alterations.

With the passing of this resolution, the student Senate and UWSP Student Government, agreed by a three-fourths vote, that all previous recommendations be accepted.

John R. Perdue

"Students were dissatisfied with the choices," said Steve Stiefvater, vice president of Student Government. "Stiefvater was analyzing the recent modest student turnout at the polls in light of previous reports that getting the student vote this November was to be a "major project" of Student Government and UWSP Student Government.

Lyle Updike, president of Student Government, agreed with Stiefvater's statement. "Other than La Follette (Dough), students generally felt lukewarm about the candidates," he said. Both Updike and Stiefvater emphasized, however, that at the time of this interview they had not yet fully analyzed election results.

Neither Updike nor Stiefvater said they were discouraged about what students might do in the next election. "The student people will decide," he said. "They're not going to make the decision on this campus."

Stiefvater and Updike also explained that there is additional progress being made with the passing of the three previous resolutions: "Disciplinary Code, financial aids and student evaluation of teaching." The disciplinary code, which had been challenged as a violation of student constitutional rights, was presented by three previous votes as already been revised as said Stiefvater.

Several students, including herself, will testify before the Higher Educational Aids Board of Madison about financial aid abuses, she said.

Student evaluation of teaching is concerned with "the whole distributed and analysis process or has been revamped," said "We hope we have learned from our mistakes and successes of the past." Updike and Stiefvater summarized by saying that since being elected the focus of their efforts have been in voter registration, merger restructured to be better representation, state law and Regent approval. Implementation is expected for late this semester or early next, said Updike.

Voting turnout light

"It's a happy coincidence of time that we have more time; we're accustomed to having only 15-15-11, we're inclined to use it - if it's an extra tool," Stiefvater added.

Updike explained that the soon to be established Housing Policy Board is an excellent example of increased student power. All voting board members will be students and the board will set all policy concerning student dorm life. The board's recommendations will be subject only to the limits of the state law and Regent approval. Implementation is expected for late this semester or early next, said Updike.

Stiefvater and Updike also explained that there is additional progress being made with the passing of the three previous resolutions: "Disciplinary Code, financial aids and student evaluation of teaching." The disciplinary code, which had been challenged as a violation of student constitutional rights, was presented by three previous resolutions as already been revised as said Stiefvater.

Several students, including herself, will testify before the Higher Educational Aids Board of Madison about financial aid abuses, she said.

Student evaluation of teaching is concerned with "the whole distributed and analysis process or has been revamped," said "We hope we have learned from our mistakes and successes of the past." Updike and Stiefvater summarized by saying that since being elected the focus of their efforts have been in voter registration, merger restructured to be better representation, state law and Regent approval. Implementation is expected for late this semester or early next, said Updike.

They both indicated that they put in about 40 hours per week in their official capacities.

Registration timetables

Registration for the second semester, 1974-75, will be held on Tuesday, December 3.

Seniors and juniors may pick up their registration materials in the Ad. Revision Office on Monday, Nov. 18; sophomores on Tuesday; and freshmen on Wednesday, Nov. 20.

Credits earned before the current semester (first semester) determine senior, junior, etc. status.

Students who wish should schedule an appointment with their adviser sometime between November 18 and December 2, depending on when they are to pick up registration materials.

Students will be permitted to pick up their own packets only. It will be necessary to show student ID's when picking up packets.

All students must be on campus admission to registration will be according to class standing, and within five days of the last letter of the name.

The classification order is given below: sophomores, juniors and seniors, sophomores and freshmen.

The first letter of the name order will be A to Z in the three previous registrations it's been A-K and L-K and L-Z, and Z.

2. At the second semester, 1974-75, the registration timetables will be the same as the current semester.

4. No student will be permitted to pick up registration materials in the Ad. Revision Office on Monday, Nov. 18; sophomores on Tuesday; and freshmen on Wednesday, Nov. 20.

5. All students must be on campus admission to registration will be according to class standing, and within five days of the last letter of the name.

The classification order is given below: sophomores, juniors and seniors, sophomores and freshmen.

The first letter of the name order will be A to Z in the three previous registrations it's been A-K and L-K and L-Z, and Z.

6. All students must be on campus admission to registration will be according to class standing, and within five days of the last letter of the name.

The classification order is given below: sophomores, juniors and seniors, sophomores and freshmen.

The first letter of the name order will be A to Z in the three previous registrations it's been A-K and L-K and L-Z, and Z.
Proxmire speaks at UWSP

Education should be top priority

by Sally Dusit

"You thin cats are always welcome," said Chancellor Lee, Dean, University Center (UC). That statement was directed toward U.S. Senator William Proxmire after his visit to UWSP on Friday, Nov. 8.

Proxmire was in Stevens Point for lunch, a campus tour, a news conference and a question and answer session with the student senate. Proxmire spoke between Fond du Lac and Tomahawk.

"My interests are primarily in the economic areas, however I am also on the Bank, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee and Senate Appropriations Committee," said Proxmire.

"Feel free to ask me anything you have interest in," he added.

During the news conference, questions dealing with federal budget cuts and foreign policy guidelines, a five percent surtax and general revenue sharing were asked. Each question was cut negatively by the senator.

He said he felt that all of these programs were unrealistic, unacceptable and that he is against them as they are presently being considered.

Questions on housing were asked in both the news conference and the question and answer session. Proxmire said he felt there would be little or no government assisted housing projects this year. This is primarily due to the fact that interest rates are up and that borrowers borrowing at high rates are fewer in number and the housing business is being murdered, he said.

During the question and answer session held in the Program Banquet Room of the University Center (UC), students had the opportunity to quiz the senator on various subjects.

One student opened the question and answer session with a question about possible cuts in federal spending.

We don't have a lot of option to cut in many areas, because everything is contracted, said Proxmire. Programs such as Social Security can't be cut easily, he said.

Military and foreign aid spending can be cut by holding down the number of troops we have stationed all over the world, he said. He termed these forces a "colossal burden." We could strengthen our troops by reducing our widespread vulnerable commitment, he said.

Military spending could be cut in three areas, he said. The number of troops could be decreased, and the purchase of some new carrier bombers could be denied, he said.

Proxmire also said that the budget could see cuts in the areas of highway building and the space program.

Financial aids cuts were the subject of interest to many students. When asked about the possibility of tuition increases, Proxmire said he felt education should be the top priority in addition to health.

He said he felt that our system may be producing too many Ph. D.'s in one area. It might be advisable to try and persuade people to make a free choice without as much time spent in school and with as much overall satisfaction in their occupation, he said.

Any type of environmental controls that cross state lines are the federal government's responsibility, said Proxmire. In response to a question about the alleged Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA) intervention in Chile, he said that he felt an overall view of the CIA's record shows that it has been counterproductive. The programs don't appear to work well especially in view of the long term effect on the people, he added.

Special interest was expressed in the senator's jogging. He said he began jogging when he realized that he could run to work faster that the bus could get there. He now runs ten miles a day and cited the added benefits of running. You save gas; wear on the car; you are able to eat more and people say you might live longer, said Proxmire in conclusion.

Tuition may affect teachers

by Carol M. Martin

Tuition stabilization and reduction may affect teacher compensations for the next biennium, said Carol Marion, assistant to the Vice Chancellor.

For the first time the salary budget and the operational budget, which includes tuition, are being presented to the governor as separate packages and we hope they'll be acted on separately said Paul Kelch, director of budget, planning and analysis.

Even though there is no necessary link between the two the legislature will not separate them, it will look at the entire budget as a whole, said Marion.

There is surplus in this years budget which would be available for teacher compensation or tuition reduction, said Marion. But if both are accepted it is possible that the state taxes will have to go up to support the increases, she said.

Students recognize the need for teacher compensations and are not against paying for good faculty, said Lyle Updike, president of Student Government. However, some students have expressed opposition to teacher compensations because of tuition, said Marion.

So far The Association of the University of Wisconsin Faculty (TAUWF) is the only faculty group that has publicly announced its support for tuition reduction, said Marion.

The governor has already expressed his opposition to tuition reduction and he could make it an either-or situation, said Kelch.

Also, the governor feels salary compensation is of greater concern, said Marion.

The legislature will take up the budgets in January and going by past performances the final actions will take place in July, added Marion.

Activities budget may be reduced

by Bassey Umem

Declining enrollment may drop the activities budget by approximately 12 percent over last year's, said Bob Badzinski, student controller.

The Finance and Allocation Committee (FAC), has received and placed priorities on such programs that offer the most benefit to the majority of UWSP students. Marginal and duplicate programs with unnecessary spending will be reduced or eliminated, depending on available amount of funds.

Budget activities are placed under five major programs: fine arts, athletics, entertainment and activity, communication and Student Government activities.

Bob Kerkieck, the Pointer's editor, requested and additional $8,075 from student fees for expansion of the newspaper.

He explained that with $1,100 wire service equipment would be provided which would allow the campus publications to be viewed in 16 pages twice a week, beginning next spring. In this way the students would see more state and national news that would benefit students. Also, FAC has started looking into the possibility of extending the student ID program. In the new program, the ID would be valid for two or four years instead of the present one year, thus cutting down cost on the part of students.

Phil Hageman and Deb Sturdevant were delegated to work with Dave Eckholm of Record registration, investigating the technicalities involved in the new proposal.

The FAC has decided, on need basis, travel allowances for athletics for both regional and national meets.

The next meeting is scheduled at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 13, in the Red Room of the University Center (UC).

The worm's eye view of repair work being done on the smokestack. Photo by Bill Paulson.
From Student Government

On Sunday, Nov. 10, the student Senate of Student Government passed an amendment to its constitution by a 15-1 vote.

The amendment calls for mi-
nute representatives for one-
half of its members. The day of these elections is to be the December registration day.

4,000 affected by voter registration

by Mike Loch

Voter registration efforts have contacted 4,000 UWSP students, said Steve Stearns, United Council representative.

We were unable to contact some 1,500 students because of no address or wrong phone numbers, said Stearns. I am very happy with the students we did contact, he added.

We did run into one big problem with students who filled out the white cards found in dorms and centers and thought they had officially registered, said Stearns.

The reason the canvass was conducted was because the "United Council Student Government wanted to show government officials that students can turn out in great numbers," said Stearns. "If a politician realizes that students are a major part of his constituency he will be more inclined to listen to the student voice," Stearns said.

"The purpose of the white card was to 'find out the status of' the eligible voter. We then planned to contact the action to get the voter properly registered. If the voter was going to vote we got the proper forms for him or her. If the voter was not registered in his or her ward we would tell them where to register," said Stearns.

"We had a difficult time doing the follow up work after the initial contact had been made. The problem was we didn't have enough people helping us," said Stearns.

"What we need to do next year is get more people involved in the canvass process," said Stearns. "We should 'de emphasize phones in dorms and centers and use mobile units' manned with deputy registrars. In a fashion we can make a face to face contact that will lend more personal help for the voter. We might even consider using these mobile units to handle specific voter status problems such as absentee voting," said Stearns.

Margaret Mead, observer of change in our time, will be on campus Nov. 15.

Dr. Mead to speak here Friday

by Shelley Hosen

On Nov. 15, Margaret Mead will be speaking on campus. She is scheduled to speak at 4 p.m. in room 129 of the University Center (UC). She is speaking as a part of the Arts and Lectures series. The topic is "Human Identity and Social Interaction." This is a free seminar.

At 8 p.m. in the Michelsen Concert Hall of the Fine Arts Center, she is scheduled for a formal lecture. The topic of this lecture will be "Population and Food Crisis." Admission will be charged.

Mead was born on Dec. 16, 1901, in Beverly, Massachusetts. She received her B.A. degree in 1923 from Barnard College and her M.A. degree and Ph.D. from Columbia University. She has 18 honorary doctorates.

She is an anthropologist, psychologist, teacher, lecturer and writer. She has done extensive studies in the Pacific and written numerous books on her studies. Mead has also written and narrated various films.

Two student governments take administration to court

by Shelley geo. Hensen

On Nov. 15, Margaret Mead will be speaking on campus. She is scheduled to speak at 4 p.m. in room 129 of the University Center (UC). She is speaking as a part of the Arts and Lectures series. The topic is "Human Identity and Social Interaction." This is a free seminar.

At 8 p.m. in the Michelsen Concert Hall of the Fine Arts Center, she is scheduled for a formal lecture. The topic of this lecture will be "Population and Food Crisis." Admission will be charged.

Mead was born on Dec. 16, 1901, in Beverly, Massachusetts. She received her B.A. degree in 1923 from Barnard College and her M.A. degree and Ph.D. from Columbia University. She has 18 honorary doctorates.

She is an anthropologist, psychologist, teacher, lecturer and writer. She has done extensive studies in the Pacific and written numerous books on her studies. Mead has also written and narrated various films.

Among Mead's many interests are the study of living culture building, cultural change and the study of human settlement. Mead was a founder of the World Society for Ekistics of which she was president.

Mead has held offices with many organizations.

Debate series set

The American Enterprise Institute "Rational Debate Series" has been scheduled to be shown in this area follows:

"Social Security: Universal or Selective?" at 2 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 16.

"Civil Disobedience: Aid or Hindrance to Justice?" at 2 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 23.

"The Defense Budget" at 2 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 30.

It will be broadcast over station WAEQ-TV, Channel 12, Rhinelander.
Germany greets UWSP students

by Betty Clandening

"Guben Tag" is a familiar greetsing among students who have been to an semester abroad to Germany.

In operation since 1971, this is the fourth year for the program. Based in Munich, Bavaria, a state in southern Germany, the program operates during the fall semester of each year.

"With some of the citizens as the site for our semester in Germany, we investigated about 12 different German greeting among students who at UWSP.

Culturally, Munich is in the heart of Germany, we decided upon Cologne or Munich. At the time, Munich the city described some of the places in Germany, Lo Rae Jahn, Munich.
The semester abroad in Old Bavaria and is circled and civilization course we

visited the Das Deutsche Museum and we went along and I have found a happy kitchen facilities provided. Often Mrs. Baruch and I have had enough time to do everything we would like to.

"The head of the Munich school system, Anton Haid, in a recent letter to Mr. Jahn's in a recent Jetter said Jahn's in a recent Jetter said Jahn's in a recent Jetter said Jahn's in a recent Jetter said Jahn's in a recent Jetter.

Other courses are often offered in sociology, political science, German literature and culture. This ability to choose courses which will be helpful in the future is very good for me. I've learned it.

With students' help, Mrs. Baruch plans and executes every third floor and a great deal.

Several students who have written the permission for the UWSP students for each year that a travel-study if they go to visit Berlin, prospective visitors must get approval from the German government in Bonn. In order to visit Berlin, the UWSP group receives tours through the Informationszentrum, Mr. Jahn explains. The guide may lecture on any subject for which there is an English speaking guide. The guide can also lecture on the cultural, economic and social problems of the West Berlin.

"I'm taking German now and I hate to leave it. We have been turned on by foreign language in high school. But, I'm taking German now and wish I had taken it then," remarked Bill Lenn, a senior majoring in world science and history, the second 1973-74 program to Germany. The advantage of the BioLabs for students is its location in Munich.

"When the students take the student-wohnheim is used by the Munich area. Students returning to classes on Oct. 27, the UWSP students must find their rooms in October and not December. The student-wohnheim is very nice and many students have commented on how much they have saved money by being able to cook ourselves. Also just a hop and a jump away is a little hotel with good meals at a reasonable price. Debbie and I have found a happy and cheap little place between cooking nutritious meals within our allotted budget. We have saved money for a change once in a while," said Jahn's in a recent letter to Mr. Jahn.

Because the student-wohnheim is used by the Munich area, students returning to classes on Oct. 27, the UWSP students must find their rooms in October and not December. The student-wohnheim is very nice and many students have commented on how much they hate to leave it. We have been turned on by foreign language in high school. But, I'm taking German now and wish I had taken it then," remarked Bill Lenn, a senior majoring in world science and history, the second 1973-74 program to Germany. The advantage of the BioLabs for students is its location in Munich.

"When the students take the student-wohnheim is used by the Munich area. Students returning to classes on Oct. 27, the UWSP students must find their rooms in October and not December. The student-wohnheim is very nice and many students have commented on how much they have saved money by being able to cook ourselves. Also just a hop and a jump away is a little hotel with good meals at a reasonable price. Debbie and I have found a happy and cheap little place between cooking nutritious meals within our allotted budget. We have saved money for a change once in a while," said Jahn's in a recent letter to Mr. Jahn.

"The head of the Munich school system, Anton Haid, in a recent letter to Mr. Jahn's in a recent Jetter said Jahn's in a recent Jetter said Jahn's in a recent Jetter said Jahn's in a recent Jetter.

Other courses are often offered in sociology, political science, German literature and culture. This ability to choose courses which will be helpful in the future is very good for me. I've learned it.

With students' help, Mrs. Baruch plans and executes every third floor and a great deal.

Several students who have written the permission for the UWSP students for each year that a travel-study if they go to visit Berlin, prospective visitors must get approval from the German government in Bonn. In order to visit Berlin, the UWSP group receives tours through the Informationszentrum, Mr. Jahn explains. The guide may lecture on any subject for which there is an English speaking guide. The guide can also lecture on the cultural, economic and social problems of the West Berlin.

"I'm taking German now and I hate to leave it. We have been turned on by foreign language in high school. But, I'm taking German now and wish I had taken it then," remarked Bill Lenn, a senior majoring in world science and history, the second 1973-74 program to Germany. The advantage of the BioLabs for students is its location in Munich.

"When the students take the student-wohnheim is used by the Munich area. Students returning to classes on Oct. 27, the UWSP students must find their rooms in October and not December. The student-wohnheim is very nice and many students have commented on how much they have saved money by being able to cook ourselves. Also just a hop and a jump away is a little hotel with good meals at a reasonable price. Debbie and I have found a happy and cheap little place between cooking nutritious meals within our allotted budget. We have saved money for a change once in a while," said Jahn's in a recent letter to Mr. Jahn.

Because the student-wohnheim is used by the Munich area, students returning to classes on Oct. 27, the UWSP students must find their rooms in October and not December. The student-wohnheim is very nice and many students have commented on how much they hate to leave it. We have been turned on by foreign language in high school. But, I'm taking German now and wish I had taken it then," remarked Bill Lenn, a senior majoring in world science and history, the second 1973-74 program to Germany. The advantage of the BioLabs for students is its location in Munich.
by Kent A. Petzold

Boy, oh boy, did Arts and Lectures get nailed with this group. Concentus Musicus appeared in Michelson Concert Hall last Sunday, November 3.

One could speculate as to whether or not they actually gave a performance of any kind. Putting it bluntly, they were terrible--a real degradation to musicality and professional entertainment.

I would highly question the competency of every member of the group, director especially, so far as musical ability goes. This troupe (well, make that "troop") could tap their feet in time when Gypsy was performing and made sure that every one of us in the audience noticed it.

The complete breakdown during the second half was just too much to bear, so I had to really stifle my guffaws with difficulty.

Maybe if they practice before they perform again they could present a little more realistic program.

Musicians ethos questioned

Gypsy Rose Lee, the burlesque queen of the 30's, is remembered by her fans as an elegant lady of the past vaudeville stage who challenged many stereotypes of her profession to be strictly an entertainer. But above all, Gypsy was a dancer.

The story of her life and times will be presented in the musical "Gypsy," Nov. 15-22, by the University Theatre at UWSP.

"The show is based on the presentation, gimmick-oriented, attention-getting dance forms that were part of the scene of the 20's and 30's when Gypsy was performing," said Choreographer Susan Hughes, a dance department faculty member.

It is her job to interpret those forms for the production and transfer them to the cast, which includes 10 local youngsters and 28 university students. Hughes, whose previous experience and professional background includes both performing and costume design in dance, estimated that before the show is complete she will have logged over 100 hours in rehearsal time on the dance numbers which appear in each of 17 scenes.

The theme for "Gypsy" has been woven around a variety of dance and production styles of the time, she added. "Most of the production numbers have been borrowed from Busby Berkeley musicals and, to depict the later smooth style of the dancers with Gypsy, I have utilized the style of Fred Astaire," Hughes said.

Her procedure is to lift material and nuances from everybody in addition to adding variations of her own, she said. Most of the dancing comes from the historical vaudeville era done in hoofed style tap. She also plans to utilize a good deal of acrobatic movements.

Some of the main numbers in the production help to suggest the sort of styles being used. Among those are the "Military Number" with the youngest cast members, a "Let Me Entertain You" number, also with the local youngsters and what Hughes described as a "really funny and exciting" number called the "Toreadorables" with the members doing a Spanish flamenco bit with a touch of "star spangled girl." The sad role of Gypsy revolves around her colorful life in vaudeville with her mother and sister from despair to success on the burlesque stage.

"It's a very moldable kind of thing," she said. "I was able to begin by creating the numbers from the skeletal script and modify them in collaboration with the director.

Chairman Sheldon Faulkner of the Theatre Arts Department is directing the musical. Hughes said he suggested kinds of production and she interpreted them into the dancing.

Part of the intricacy of creating the production, she said, is structuring the dances to the individuals who must perform them. So far she is pleased with the enthusiasm of the dancers, both young and old, and the energy they have given to the hours of rehearsal.

With the youngsters, who range in age from 9 to 14, she confessed the demands are just as great as with the rest. "I approach them with the attitude I use with everybody, 'you have to do it,'" Hughes said. "I always try to keep it fast paced so they don't lose interest."

The grade school and junior high performers are all from Stevens Point. UWSP student cast members in lead or major supporting roles are Dayna Moe, a senior theatre arts major, as Gypsy Rose Lee; Karla Wied, a senior theatre arts major, as her mother, Mama Rose; Alison Jones, a sophomore drama major as her sister June; Daniel Radtke, a junior music major as Tulsa and David Lamoureux, a sophomore drama and English major as Herbie.

The music director for the show is Ronald Combs, music department faculty member and the conductor is Jonathan Ebersele, also a music faculty member.

The scenic designer of the Theatre Arts Department faculty member, is the scene designer and supervisor of costume design.

The musical will be performed in the Warren GARD Jenkins Theatre of the Fine Arts Center (FAC) at 8 p.m. in the nights of Nov. 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 and 22.
**South Africa** — 'successful scenario

by Mike Varney

A representative audience was on hand last Wednesday night to view Songs of a State A State: A Statement, A Stalemate-South Africa, in the Fine Arts Center courtyard.

It used modern poetry, dance and music to convey a country that has 19 million blacks and four million whites, with the whites in control of all aspects of life in this separate and unequal society.

Calders, who doubled as producer and director, decided to stage this production after he had witnessed apartheid while spending the summer in Johannesburg as a member of an acting company. He made the contacts in London during UWSP's semester abroad program there.

The poetry readers, or should I call them reciters, held up their end of the show with good vocalization, strong mental statements and black colored clothing all which produced good effect.

Flicks show Sex hangups, Brando, Citizen Kane

Five flicks are available for viewing entertainment this week on campus.

What Do You Say to a Naked Lady? will show tonight at 7:30 p.m., in the University Center (UC). In this movie Allen Funt takes his candid camera to an X-rated movie.

It is a facetious, insightful look into our society's sex hangups. What would you say when a lady emerges from an elevator wearing nothing but a purse?

Marlon Brando will be highlighted on Friday night with a double feature. The Wild One in which Brando and Lee Marvin terrorize a small town, was the first of the motorcycle gang movies.

One Eyed Jacks completes the double feature. Brando teams with Karl Malden in this film. It is one of Brando's few westerns and a very powerful film.

The double feature starts at 7 p.m. in the UC.

On Monday the Residence Hall Council will be sponsoring their fifth movie of the semester. Dumbo can be viewed at the DeBot Center at 8 p.m. and at the same time Tuesday at the Allen Center.

The classic film Citizen Kane, will also be offered Tuesday, Nov. 19. Some critics have distinguished this film as being the best of all time. Mastermind Orson Welles, at age 25 was given carte blanche control over the film's distribution. The one white dancer spelled out 'symbolism' in contrast to the rest clad in black.

There is little about Citizen Kane that is without merit. The film can be watched again and again and still hold the same fascination. Just as Hearst did in real life, Kane finds a young opera star and makes her into a star, just as Hearst discovered the dancer Marion Davis and made her into a star.

Kane's unfavorable reflection of Hearst's life revolves around three abstract themes of wealth, power, and love. One final clinch is that for parallelism, Hearst did the choreography.

The poetry readers, or should I call them reciters, held up their end of the show with good vocalization, strong mental statements and black colored clothing all which produced good effect.

Peggy Rajsik, Nancy Nusbaum, Lynn Garvey, Roseanne Gruenke, Kathy Kinney and Dena Green all performed in the above mentioned capacity.

Being not an expert on dance which doesn't mean I'm not an enthusiast of it, I will attempt to keep my analysis of what happened three different times during South Africa on my level, hoping you will understand this in your scrutinization of the written word here.

Partaking in the first dance were Bobbie Boeder, Amy Steinkellner, Mequant Tarekgen, Debi Brooks, Karen Pintar and Jeannie Kiss.

Their staging and everything about them was very simple. In itself it was a reflection on South Africa in the sense that black is black and white is white.

I thought this to be the best of the dance numbers, not so much in pure talent, but in total effect. The choreography done by Laura Stendall and Jane Henneman was great.

The movement was very fluid throughout. The one white dancer spelled out 'symbolism' in contrast to the rest clad in black.

The second dance team consisted of Linda Kullman Suzette Zaruba, Gregory Ergen and David Reilly. They performed well also. Sharon Feay did the choreography.

Lynn Anne Greene performed the last dance all by herself. Of all the dancers she seemed most talented. Greene also did her own choreography.

Modern South African music supplemented all the dance routines. It's a form of jazz developed from folk songs.

Sam Eno took us closer to South Africa than anybody with his singing of "The Song of a South African Black," which he sang in Efik. He composed both the words and music for this song.

The sighting and sound wasn't perfect the night I was there. Timing seemed to be off a little in a few places.

My congratulations to this senior student, Calder from Concord, N. C., for he has discovered what education is all about.
OUTDOORS-
POINTER

Gov’t. to study
endangered species

Sixty-one species of possibly endangered or threatened mollusks and crustaceans will be the subject of intensive studies by the federal government, 18 states and the District of Columbia.

The study is being called for by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to determine the status of 16 California mollusks and crustaceans. If the fraternal snail, the orange-footed pimpleback pearly mussel, and Pizzini’s scud are not household names, then their plight is probably equally obscure. A combination of problems like water pollution, channelization, highways, housing developments, dredging and poor erosion control have caused severe population declines in these species of mollusks and crustaceans.

For example, the dromedary pearly mussel, familiar in only the Powell and Clinch Rivers of Virginia and Tennessee, is barely surviving in its environment of acid mine waste pollution, poorly treated municipal wastes, fly ash waste and by channelization of the upper Clinch.

Though they seem inconsequential in size, crustaceans and mussels are an indispensable part of the living world. Besides fitting into the food chain these creatures have recently been recognized as being able to produce poisons, antibiotics, tranquilizers, antispasmodics and antitussive chemicals in their systems.

Scientists believe these unique abilities can be used as models for the development of synthetic drugs.

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 directs the Department of the Interior, through the Fish and Wildlife Service, to conduct a review of those species which are “threatened” or “endangered.” A notice of this review was published in the Federal Register and will affect 19 states including Wisconsin.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has notified the governors of these states and the mayor of the District of Columbia of this review. The Endangered Species Act of 1973 requires the governors of these states and the mayor of the District of Columbia to conduct a review of those species which are “threatened” or “endangered.” A notice of this review was published in the Federal Register and will affect 19 states including Wisconsin.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has notified the governors of these states and the mayor of the District of Columbia of this review.

Imagine, if you will, a frosty morning silent with a late November chill. The stars are bright as if it is not yet sunrise. Everything is just right—little or no wind, the stand is set, lunch is packed, coffee is hot and the rifle stands ready.

Yes, all is just right for you’ve prepared well for the opening of the deer gun season. Surely those long hours spent scouting the area for rubs, scrapes and trails will pay off. You’ve actually picked out the buck you want—a nice, fat ten pointer. Nothing can go wrong.

Finally it’s shooting time and you’re just tense. Any minute now. A twig snaps! You wait a moment to be sure of the target. There he is, just as anticipated! It’s the buck! You raise and fire—one shot, a clean kill.

Now imagine yourself in a hospital. The only ones present are you, a state trooper, the warden and a woman with three small children. The two men are talking to you but you can’t hear them. All you see is a flash...and the woman with the kids. The kids are playing while the woman just stares, stares at nothing.

A door opens and a tired looking man appears only to shake his head. There’s a moment of numbness and then a scream, loud and piercing. A scream to last forever.

Everything has gone dead. All you can say is “There’s the buck!”

Editors note: Hunt safely. You may save a life...maybe your own.

2nd CNR colloquium tonight

The second presentation of the College of Natural Resources (CNR) colloquium series will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in room 112 of the CNR building.

Ron Poff, supervisor of Boundary Waters and Great Lakes, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, will be talking about “Planning for Better Great Lakes Fishing.”

Coordinator for the second presentation is Jack Heaton.
Students experience through plan

by Katherine Kowalski

A wildlife management plan is designed to be the culmination of wildlife training for wildlife majors at UWSP.

As part of the course requirement for Wildlife 451, students must select an area; analyze its vegetation, identify the plants, shrubs, draw up a list of species of animals present, estimate population levels of each species by counting tracks, pellets and browse.

Techniques learned in plant ecology, plant taxonomy, ornithology, soils, mammalogy, summer camp and other courses are used to draw up the proposed management plan.

"The course is beneficial because it is similar to what they would be doing if they were a wildlife manager," said Lyle Nau ti an, a professor for the course.

"They don't get a lot of guidance from me. It is a learning experience of their own where they learn to depend on their own capabilities. I don't tell them what kind of a vegetational analysis to do or go out in the field with them," said Naunin. His class must select an area with diversity and include the three major habitat types such as wetlands, forest and cropland. It cannot be an 80 acre cornfield.

"It is a challenge because the management proposal is no simple thing, but rather it is a complex plan which includes soil types and use restrictions, economic and time limitations, restrictions and or allowances due to specific flora types of the area and restrictions to ensure little disruption of the ecology of the area," said Bill Fraunfelder, a senior enrolled in the course.

"It also taxes the students' ability to not only apply his wildlife management knowledge, but he must apply public relations," he added.

Environmental legislation review

H.R. 16800, the Bureau of Land Management Organic Act, has come under Secretary of Interior, Rogers Morton's scrutiny. Morton in a letter to James Haley, House Interior Committee chairman, proposed amendments to allow the secretary to establish national petroleum preserves in the lands except national parks and wilderness areas established after 1983.

H.R. 13022, the Safe Water Drinking Act, passed by the Senate in 1973, is presently stalled in the House where it has been for four years.

SAF uses gift

The Society of American Foresters (SAF) cut about 25 cords of red pine in October with three new chainsaws donated to them.

The foundation, a separate organization from UWSP which operates for the support and benefit of UWSP, donated the saws to the SAF, according to William Vickers, assistant director of Development of Alumni Relations.

Instrumental in obtaining the saws for the SAF was Leonard Gibb of the Development of Alumni Relations at UWSP.

X-COUNTRY SKI TOUR!

5 DAYS DEC. 18-22
Porcupine Mountains Wilderness State Park

— COST —
Food - Transportation - Camping Equip.—$20.00
EXTRA: X-Country Skis, Boots, Poles—$7.00
EXTRA: Snow Shoes—$6.50
SIGN UP THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14
UNIVERSITY CENTER — VAN HISE ROOM 7 P.M.
For Further Info.: Jack 341-8843

Rest And Activity

It is our daily experience that rest is the procedure for increasing physiological efficiency. Inefficient functioning of the physical system during the waking state, experienced as fatigue and dullness, is transformed through the mechanics of the sleep state into efficient physiological functioning as liveliness and clarity of mind. This day by day rejuvenation of the system supports growing physiological efficiency. Transcendental Meditation works by the same natural principle, increasing physiological growth through rest. Because TM produces an even deeper rest than sleep, the growth of physiological efficiency and effectiveness is greatly enhanced through TM, as indicated by the wealth of scientific research on subjects practicing TM.

For further information there will be an: Introductory Lecture on TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION, Tuesday, Nov. 19 at 8:00 P.M. in the Gund Hall Room of the University Center or call 341-5473.
by Joel C. Guesther

The extremely high voltage lines which are currently being constructed around the country are having unknown effects which are degrading the quality of life and may be endangering the health of people living nearby," said Louise Young, author of Power over People, in an article in the bulletin of the Natural Wildlife Federation (NWF).

Young told of an intense electric field around and near these power lines which "causes radio but continuous currents to run in everything near the line..." The visibility of the field can be shown by walking under the lines with a fluorescent light. The light will light up.

"The few research projects that have been done show that there may be profound effects caused by these fields," said Young.

Two tests conducted by American researchers showed that there was a reduction in the size of male progeny in mice and in an experiment with linemen, three of the ten men had significantly reduced sperm count.

The report on the ten men did say, however, that it would be hazardous to draw conclusions on such a small sample.

Young said that a more thorough study of this type was done in the Soviet Union. "The studies..." said Young, "concluded that electric fields reaching the dynamic state of the central nervous system, heart and blood vascular system, and changing blood structure. Young men complained of reduced sexual potency."

The Soviets have set up safety standards for maximum exposure to strong electric fields.

Power lines called pollution source

CNR to host lands conference

A conference on "The Role of Use Value Taxation in Programs to Preserve Agricultural and Conservation Lands" will be held on Nov. 14, at the College of Natural Resources (CNR). "The conference is being sponsored by the Wisconsin Natural Resources Council, the UW Extension, the League of Wisconsin Woodsmen and Environment Wisconsin."

The conference has been planned to provide people representing farm, urban and environmental interests, other concerned citizens and legislators an opportunity to discuss their problems and views.

Conference speakers will discuss how current taxation affects agricultural and undeveloped lands which are under pressure from urban development, might be used to protect these lands from future development. Assembly Speaker Norman Anderson will give the keynote address on the work of the Legislative Council's Special Committee on Preserving Agricultural and Conservation Lands. Anderson is the chairman of the Special Committee, which is drafting a bill for the 1975 legislative session.

Members of the technical staff of the Special Committee will discuss other factors and planning tools for preserving land and the experiences of other states which have tried value taxation as a method to control land use.

CNR conference on the Natural Beauty of the Great Northern Wisconsin

See Camel Do Its Thing With Climax and Special Guest Unicorn Wed., Nov. 20 in Quandt

Came! — An English ensemble that draws together the musical abilities and creative talents of Peter Rieders (keyboards), Doug Ferguson (bass), and Andy Ward (drums). They are incredibly coherent and electrically ingenious, as they deliver high energy sounds with soothing and aesthetically pleasing dexterity.

Don't miss Camel perform live but if you do look, for a "Mirage", their latest album.

Camel 'Mirage'

F 71-725
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Pointers plan better finish
by Randy A. Pekala

The 1974-75 UWSP Pointer basketball team is working hard in preparing for the upcoming season with a good chance of improving upon last year’s Wisconsin State University Conference (WSUC) slate.

According to head coach Bob Krueger, "This is the tallest team I’ve coached since I’ve been here and we’re out to win some games."

"The attitude has been good," Krueger continued, "and this year’s team displays more size and depth than many teams I’ve seen. We’ll be stronger this year."

Last season the Pointers finished with 9-16 season record and gave up nearly 76 points per game while scoring just over 70 themselves. One of the facets Krueger emphasized for this year is rebounding.

Offensively, Pointer fans can look for the team to run a pattern offense with some breaking when it proves helpful.

"There will also be some experimentation," Krueger said. "The players must be able to play solid man-to-man defense as well as combinations of the trap, half-court or full-court man-to-man press," he said.

On the negative side Krueger pointed out, "One of our disadvantages will be that we are very young. Our success will depend upon just how fast our freshmen can adjust to the style we play and help the older men out. We must handle the ball better; last year we had way too many turnovers. The big question with a young team is that you never know how poised they will be."

However, the head coach, now in his twelfth season, remarked: "We do have the quickness and height that is often needed. There is good team speed overall and the rebounding should improve. Potentially we have the kids, it just depends on the adjustment of the younger players and some luck."

"I agree with the theory that the team which controls the boards controls the game," stated Krueger. "Rebounding is very, very important," he added.

Krueger said the team has a well-balanced bench and mentioned Steve Michael and Lloyd Thorton as two guys who can jump and are quick. Also recruited, Ken Kaiser of Sun Prairie was depicted as one who could improve the rebound situation and transfer Paul Woita, a sound defensive player and excellent shooter, will help with his guard spot, said Krueger. Other players, the coach said he felt could help the team on its way to a successful season were Cal Kuphalf; Matt Smith; Freshmen John Bondo and Bruce Caldwell and Brian Leigh.

At semester, the Pointers will add two more players. They are 6’7” Mike McDaniels and Larry Stemo. The pair will transfer from Florida Tech and UW Madison respectively.

The arrival of the guard-forward combination is expected to uplift the team, said Krueger.

Assisting the head coach this year are freshmen Coach Jerry Gotham and an ex-Stevens Point standout Bruce Weinkauf. This season Krueger gave defending champion Eau Claire the nod to repeat, with Whitleader and LaCrosse both posing as tough competitors.

Finally Krueger stressed the importance of fan support for his team. "To have a successful team," he said, "you must win at home, and to do this, fan support is essential."

There will be a freshmen game on Friday, Nov. 22, against Fox Valley Extension and on Saturday, Nov. 23, fans can get their first look at the ‘74 Pointers in an intra-squad game to be held in Quandt gym.

Following Saturday’s intra-squad contest there will be an informal gathering at DeBot Pointers’ Place. Thirty-two skaters are scheduled at 8 p.m. Nov. 15 in the Iceodrome. An explanation of the game and a question and answer session with the audience will precede this event. All kids in the Youth Hockey Association will be admitted free.

Thirty-two skaters are vying for 18 varsity spots, including seven freshmen, Blanche said. Workouts have centered on what Blanche called "the fundamentals: skating, stick handling, passing and positioning; and there’s been a limited amount of scrimmaging."

"Our passing and stick handling was rotten when we started but it has improved," he said. "I’m most impressed with our development in positioning. It’s all discipline and we’re coming along."

The Pointer basketball and wrestling teams will both begin November 14. New hockey Coach Rich Krueger’s cagers hosting Winona State and Coach Dave Quandt’s grapplers traveling against Fox Valley Extension for its way to a successful season.

The Pointer basketball and wrestling teams will both begin November 14. New hockey Coach Rich Blanche will be the next to introduce a team. The hockey team will open Nov. 22 with a two-game home series against Chicago State University.
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Pickers stink while Woody burns

by Tim Sullivan, Mike Haberman and Carnac

"We would have done alright if it wasn't for the bleeping bleeps who bleeped the CENSORED bleep out of the bleep!"

This eloquent statement by Ohio State Coach Woody Hayes after the Michigan State game last Saturday perfectly describes the way the Superpickers felt following Monday's disasters in the NFL.

Five losses, thanks to the efforts and non-efforts of Joe Namath, Mack Herron, Jesse Freitas, Joe Ferguson, Glenn Edwards and Ken Anderson, sent us reeling to a 7-5 score.

Only Carnac's spotless 12-0 day kept the week right. Our yearly record is now 76-92.

Dave Plunkett, News capsules

San Francisco over Chicago: The only offensive support the Bears' Gary Huf gets is from his own jockstrap! Bears by two.

New England over NY Jets: Patriots by 17 as Richard Caster gets oiled.

Oakland over San Diego: It's gonna be lights out for Dan Fouts as the Raiders win by TKO in the ninth.

LA over New Orleans: The only time the Saints score is on Saturday night. Rams by nine.

Washington over Dallas: We like the Skins by three in this wild card collision because Roger Staubach calls audibles in the huddle.

Cincinnati over Houston: If the Oilers can win, they'll get a Cotton Bowl bid. It's our Upset of the Week as we see Cincy winning by ten.

St. Louis over Philly: There'll be feathers all over the place as these two square off, but we think Roman Gabriel will run aw folw of the Big Red defense. Cards by four.

Wouldn't you feel kinda funny ordering a Sisterburger with nothing on it? (Superior): The best place to eat in Superior is in Duluth!

Grouchy's (Eau Claire): The name is no misnomer, especially if the crowd has been on for more than eight hours. Grouchy's is a truckers' haven so you can listen to the soothing notes of Conway Twitty and Tanya Tucker while lacking away at the congealed gravy covering your hot beef sandwich.

The El Belcho (LasCrosse): Recommended highly by world traveler Rufus Konopacki. Resembles a medieval inn and you have to dress like a Hun to get in. Tankards of Bullfrog Beer are on hand, served by nubile nymphs from the Balkans. No utensils are available, so you eat with your hands.

Pickers stink while Woody burns

Where to eat with the elite

by Randy Wievel

San Francisco over Chicago: The only offensive support the Bears' Gary Huff gets is from his own jockstrap! Bears by two.

New England over NY Jets: Patriots by 17 as Richard Caster gets oiled.

Oakland over San Diego: It's gonna be lights out for Dan Fouts as the Raiders win by TKO in the ninth.

LA over New Orleans: The only time the Saints score is on Saturday night. Rams by nine.

Washington over Dallas: We like the Skins by three in this wild card collision because Roger Staubach calls audibles in the huddle.

Cincinnati over Houston: If the Oilers can win, they'll get a Cotton Bowl bid. It's our Upset of the Week as we see Cincy winning by ten.

St. Louis over Philly: There'll be feathers all over the place as these two square off, but we think Roman Gabriel will run aw folw of the Big Red defense. Cards by four.

Falcons claw Pointers, 28-14

by Rob Schalock

The UWSP football team ended a very disappointing season on a sour note as River Falls ran over, through and around Point's defense en route to a 28-14 victory.

The Pointer's defense was defenseless against the Falcons ground game as it's wishbone attack amassed 353 yards on the ground. Heading the attack was lightning quick halfback Keith Cobb, Cobb's outside dashes earned him 121 yards in only nine carries. If it wasn't Cobb bursting outside the defense it was either fullback Bob Rogers or Dave Barlow plowing their way through the middle of the Pointer line. Quarterbacking the Falcon offense was Roger Weyman. Although Point's offense only managed 14 points, Reed Giordana hit on 29 of 48 darts for 353 yards. Giordana's biggest offense was his interceptions. Giordana's ends had another field day as Doug Krueger led the way with ten receptions.

River Falls got on the board first as end Randy Taylor caught a 6 yard pass from Weyman late in the first quarter. The drive was highlighted by Cobb's 22 yard jaunt that set up the touchdown.

In the second half, one of Point's four turnovers led to another River Falls touchdown as River Falls took possession on Point's 40 yard line and Cobb again capped the drive. This time his sprint was good for 21 yards. However, Falls proved its offensive toughness as they slowly ground the ball upfield. Six minutes and 72 yards later Barlow ended the drive with a 2 yard dive for the touchdown.

After Point could not move the ball, a short punt enabled the Falcons to have possession in Point's territory and Falls moved 47 yards for another score with Cobb skirting the end for 22 yards and the touchdown making the score 13-7.

Point then began its only scoring drive of the first half by getting the ball at the 25 yard line. Giordana moved the team downfield and hit reserve split end La Valley for a 22 yard touchdown. However, Falls proved its offensive toughness as they slowly ground the ball upfield. Six minutes and 72 yards later Barlow ended the drive with a 2 yard dive for the touchdown.

In the second half, one of Point's four turnovers led to another River Falls touchdown as River Falls took possession on Point's 40 yard line and Cobb again capped the drive. This time his sprint was good for 21 yards. Point's last drive was highlighted with two Giordana to Chartier passes, Joe Pilecky carried the ball in from the three yard line to end the scoring.

The Pointers ended the season 2-6 in the WSUC conference and 3-7 overall.

Football scores

WSUC
Whitewater 32 Oshkosh 19
LaCrosse 48 Stout 7
Platteville 20 Eau Claire 9
River Falls 28 Stevens Point 14
Northland 22 Superior 20

BIG TEN
Wisconsin 28 Iowa 15
Michigan State 16 Ohio State 13
Michigan 14 Illinois 6
Northwestern 24 Indiana 22
Minnesota 24 Purdue 20

OTHER
Oklahoma 37 Missouri 0
Alabama 30 LSU 0
USC 34 Stanford 10
SMU 18 Texas A&M 14
Georgia 17 Florida 18
North Carolina State 12 Penn State 7
Bayler 34 Texas 24
Brigham Young 21 Arizona State 18
Kentucky 28 Vanderbilt 12
Auburn 24 Mississippi State 20
Clemson 54 North Carolina 32
Nebraska 23 Iowa State 13
Maryland 41 Villanova 0
Florida State 21 Miami (Fla.) 14
Oklahoma State 29 Kansas State 5
Texas Tech 28 TCU 0
Arkansas 25 Rice 6

UCLA 21 Oregon 0
Tennessee 34 Memphis State 6
California 52 Washington 26
Colorado 17 Kansas 16
Miami (O) 19 Kent State 17
Army 17 Air Force 16
Yale 27 Penn 12
Arizona 34 Colorado State 21

ST. LOUIS JAZZ QUARTET

with JEANNE TREVOR

Mon., Nov. 18 9:00 P.M.
Program Banquet Rm. (U.C.)
$1.00 — STUDENTS
$2.00 — NON-STUDENTS
Tickets Available at Information Desk (U.C.)
Sponsored By U.A.B. PERFORMING ARTS &
U.A.B. COFFEEHOUSE

MAKE $500
On each completion. Campus and local representatives are needed for nationwide employee search. For full information write Summer Advertising Co., P.O. Box 643, Pearl, Ill., 61291.
C.C. team earns trip to Nationals

by Steven Schultz

Saturday at Carthage the UWSP Cross Country team qualified for the Nationals as they finished second in the District 14 Meet.

The Meet's top runner was Lucian Rosa of Parkside whose time of 24:39 was 33 seconds ahead of the nearest runner Joe Hanson of Stevens Point. Carthage, third, were 80 points. Plat­teville, fourth, were 84; Carthage, placed sixth with 125 points.

The top three teams and first fifteen individuals qualify for the Nationals. Point scored eight points and qualified for the Nationals as last year when Stevens Point took the second half kick-off to give Hansen, who was second, 72; Plat­teville was second with 60; UWSP appearance.

This is the first time that Point has sent the whole team to Nationals, instead of just certain individuals, such as last year when Stevens Point sent three runners.

The top runner for Stevens Point was Pat Timm with seventh place, followed by Rick Zaborske and Dave Elger, with eleventh and thirteenth respectively. Timm had hurt his foot at the Conference Meet a week ago and was not at full strength—"I hadn't run at all since Monday; he ran the last two miles on pure determination and was completely exhausted at the end of the race," said Coach Amiot.

Elger, who finished 13th, "had a beautiful race—he's had two great races back to back," said Amiot.

The remainder of the team finished in the following places: Mike Simon, 21; Don Bottman, 22; John Fusinatto, 24; and Ron Leuthe, 35. Amiot sees Nationals as being very tough in terms of the quality of runner that will be there. (Last year the three teams from District 14—Carthage, LaCrosse and Parkside, finished fourth.

Pro wrestlers to make UWS appearance

by Jim Habeck

With names like Billy the Kid, Baron Von Raschke and Superstar Billy Graham adorning local posters, one might expect the signs to advertise a recent movie.

Instead, these are but a few top name wrestlers set to appear Thursday, Nov. 21, in Quandt Gymnasium. The event, which starts at 8 p.m., will feature four matches.

Four bouts had also been featured last semester.

Geoff Portz, who last semester defeated his opponent, will open the action. Portz, at 265 pounds, will grapple 235 pound Jim Brunzell, a native of White Bear Lake, Minnesota.

In contrast, the second bout will feature a tag team match with no contestant exceeding 165 pounds. Cowboy Lange, at 4'9" and 99 pounds will team with Little Lewey, at 4'6", 104 pounds.

The duo will wrestle against Billy the Kid, a 4'3", 99 pound grappler, and Sunny Boy Hayes, at 4'1", a 160 pound Canadian.

Ivan Putski of Poland, who according to the "Eau Claire Spectator" has "arms that look like thighs transplanted from a normal human body," will challenge 265 pound German Baron Von Raschke.

Thursday's main event will feature Superstar Billy Graham against Milwaukee's Crusher.

The Crusher was able to overcome great odds, brass knuckles and a profusely bleeding forehead last February while defeating Ivan Kolof.

Superstar Billy Graham has built up a nation wide reputation as a cheater, hair puller and a poor loser.

Proceeds from the All-Star wrestling program will go to the UWSP Athletic Department and its programs.

All seats are reserved. Tickets may be obtained at the Sport Shop or Coach Don Amiot in his office. Students may call 346-3677 for tickets or further information.

SPE captures, loses championship

by Rob Schallock

Sigma Phi Epsilon (SPE) behind two touchdowns by Jan Hannes took an early lead and held on to beat the Vets 22-14 last Tuesday in the intramural football championship.

Going into the game, both teams had impressive playoff credentials. The Vets had outscored three previous playoff teams by a combined score of 107-28. The SPE, 20-4, 15 -Knutekn 18-0 while SPE routed 3N Burroughs 28-6.

The SPE continued to control the ball for the remainder of the game. The Vets, who were a second half team all year, took the second half kick-off and drove downfield to get their first point of the game. The touchdown came on a pass from Dave Nash to Gary Hotz.

The SPE continued to exploit the middle of the Vets zone and scored again as quarterback found Hansen in the end zone.

With about five minutes to go in the game, the SPE wrapped up the scoring as Hansen hit Arnie Laesing for the touchdown. Doug Christianson added the extra point.

Taking advantage of two key Vet penalties, SPE controlled the ball for the remaining minutes to ice the game and the championship.

Editors note:
The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, holders of the 1974 intramural football title apparently have to forfeit all of their games because they used an ineligible player. According to Jan Hansen, a member of the fraternity, Mike Derrer was the player involved. Apparently the Vets knew Derrer was ineligible and played the game under protest. This makes the SPE the champions.

FOR THE BIGGEST & BEST HOT SANDWICH IN TOWN TRY A ITALIAN ROAST BEEF SANDWICH FROM BILL'S PIZZA

Phone 344-9557
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Students fail to vote

Open Letter,

On Nov. 5, the responsible people of Stevens Point turned out to vote in a major election. The involved students of UWSP also turned out but hardly in record numbers.

As a matter of fact, we probably had more students turn out for the tricycle races in the union than did turn out at the polls to vote. But you're only a college student and what do you know?

The major issue was not what will be governor or Congressman or local state representative, but whether students are responsible enough adults to exercise their rights and duties as citizens. Quite obviously, they're not.

The real issue in this campaign was the tuition reduction proposal that will have to be approved by the people that the students voted for. By your turnout to vote, you've demonstrated your position on this issue. In the typical college student vernacular—"I don't care."

Well believe me, there are people who have been elected who can now look at the students and say, "I don't care."

But then, you're only a college student and what do you know or care.

Now, I'm sure we've all been fully indoctrinated with the various arguments and facts describing the Watergate syndrome, the apathy of students, and the return to more simple times. But let's throw off the Madison Avenue covers and euphemisms of the day and face reality. What we're really saying is today's college student is lazy, irresponsible, immature, stupid and boring.

Their only concern with the age of majority is how many shots they can pour down at the Square. Their only level of involvement is to sit in the TV lounge and bitch because Election Coverage preempted their favorite show.

Their only attempt at higher education is a game played to get a grade and not to learn. But then, you're only a college student and why should you know.

Well, the lecture is over and probably the only people that were persuaded or who even read this article, had voted on Nov. 5. For the rest, I guess it would be too much to even expect them to be able to read, much less comprehend, the issue.

If I sound bitter, it is because I am. When higher tuition comes along, maybe you'll be bitter also. But then, you're only a college student and you'll never know.

Bob Badzinski
Student Controller

Voter turnout of students
Nov. 5, 1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Voted</th>
<th>Registered</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knutzen</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmeckle</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delzell</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roach</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pray-Sims</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyer</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neale</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Campus (est.)</td>
<td>599 (est)</td>
<td>2845 (est)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>4065</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let's have 3 instead of 4

To the Editor,

The prospects of an addition to the Learning Resources Center (LRC) are looking brighter and brighter. However, let's only ask for a three story addition and use the remaining funds to staff the building. Students might then be able to make use of the facility.

Sincerely,

Mark Davis
Junction City

Nitrogen dioxide is one of Wisconsin's major air pollutants. It is a reddish, orange-brown gas with a pungent odor. Its major sources are the automobile, power plants, chemical plants and refineries.

Nitrogen dioxide causes eye, nose and throat irritation and corrodes metal surfaces. It deteriorates rubber, fibres and laces and can damage vegetation.

Whether you are an environmentalist or not, do you want professors to sully themselves by fighting big business, state and federal agencies which are anti-environmental? Do you want your professors to stoop to name-calling, to dredging up dirty laundry, to hanging themselves out on a limb?

Seems to me you should be grateful that we are calling your attention to these serious environmental problems. Now it's your turn to get with them and do something about them.

Sincerely,

George Becker
Biology

U.A.B. FILMS
Thurs., Nov. 14, 7:30 p.m.
ALLEN FUNT'S X-RATED CANDID CAMERA
"What Do You Say To A Naked Lady?"

Fri., Nov. 15, 7:00 p.m.
A Marlon Brando DOUBLE Feature
"THE WILD ONE" and "ONE EYED JACKS"
All Showing in the Program Banq. Rm. (U.C.)

Rape in error

To the editor,

Subject: Correction of 11-7-74 article "Democracy not always the best,"

It is stated that the Faculty Senate accepted a collective bargaining proposal setting the mandatory age for department chairman retirement at age 62.

This is in error.

The collective bargaining agreement document accepted by Faculty Senate in no way deals with setting a mandatory age of retirement of department chairman.

The age of retirement is being considered in a subcommittee, and was reported as such at the November 3 Student Senate meeting.

Bob Bell
Earth movement takes new profile

by Sharon Heise and Joan Schafer

Relating to last week's article involving school work and its pressures, we thought it would be appropriate to talk about depression this week. Just as there are many variations of depression, there are many ways to deal with it. (The view we will be using will describe depression as anger turned inward. (Henry Lindgren - Psychology of Personal Development, 1989.) In other words it is a self-punishing way of dealing with adversity. With this definition, we would like to discuss some alternatives for working through depression.

First, feeling frustrated with courses, schoolwork and the way you've been handling this frustration or anxiety can be a main source of depression at this time of the year. This type of depression can be controlled to a great extent by you yourself. By locating the source and setting up constructive ways of dealing with it you can keep yourself from wallowing in anxiety due to the unknown. Money and another source of anxiety for many of us. This involves a different type of depression as there is more external control. A lot of times there is little you can do to gotten up a pantry size wallet. Handling this kind of depression involves acceptance, perhaps altering a present lifestyle and maybe putting more of an emphasis on the better parts of your life.

Thirdly and perhaps the most common kind of depression involves what we would broadly term as your self. A poor self-image largely exemplifies an anger turned inward (i.e. I become angry at myself because I am not an ok person.) The feeling of non-acceptance of self is usually brought on by other reactions to the source: the ending of a relationship; a poor living situation; a bad environment...a useless fad anyway.

Again, in order not to be sucked up by these anxieties it is necessary to pinpoint the source and deal with it by talking to someone, reevaluating yourself or doing something to set yourself back on your feet.

There are three things we have been trying to emphasize in any case of depression: that it is necessary to realize your feelings ought not to be reactions to the source. The ending of a relationship; a poor living situation; a bad environment...a useless fad anyway.

This is not to say that it has to be a singular project. This is probably one of the most important times to get help from other. Friends, teachers and the counseling center can all be helpful depending on with which source you feel most comfortable. Yet, this may be one of the most difficult times to seek others. It means admitting a weakness and exposing yourself to other people's view of yourself as well.

Finally, we would like to say that depression is not something we need to try to snap out of immediately. That feeling creates even more anxiety. But by learning to cope on a day to day basis, working towards a constructive end, we should reach a comfortable point and we will have learned something more about ourselves.

Lucey asked to support

Honorable Patrick Lucey
Executive Office
State Capitol
Madison, Wisconsin
Dear Governor Lucey,

I am sending this letter in support of the tuition stabilization and reduction proposal adopted unanimously by the Board of Regents. This is the key issue before you today relating to post secondary education. The Governor's policy should be viewed as an endorsement of the commitment of the state of Wisconsin to true Public Education.

Traditionally, we have accepted the position that the educational resources of our state should be available to all its citizens regardless of their financial position in society. This tradition has also been endorsed by our elected officials over the past few years.

You now have the opportunity to reverse this trend and reaffirm your support of access to the financial resources of Wisconsin to large segments of our society. Public education, when out of

the financial capability of the average citizen is no longer public education.

Present tuition levels now serve as a deterrent to a number of students. At Fond du Lac and Rice Lake, tuition payments were expected and institutions realized significant increase in enrollment. Analysis has shown that this increase was not drawn from other post secondary institutions. They who had been denied access to higher education for financial reasons. This is a situation the people of Wisconsin are unwilling to accept.

I urge you to support the tuition proposal endorsed by the Board of Regents and reaffirm your commitment to public education for all our citizens.

Respectfully yours,
Lyle D. Uptide
Student Government President

Of course, the above article was not meant to be a singular project. This is just one way you've been handling this frustration or anxiety can be a main source of depression at this time of the year. This type of depression can be controlled to a great extent by you yourself. By locating the source and setting up constructive ways of dealing with it you can keep yourself from wallowing in anxiety due to the unknown.

Money and another source of anxiety for many of us. This involves a different type of depression as there is more external control. A lot of times there is little you can do to gotten up a pantry size wallet. Handling this kind of depression involves acceptance, perhaps altering a present lifestyle and maybe putting more of an emphasis on the better parts of your life.

Thirdly and perhaps the most common kind of depression involves what we would broadly term as your self. A poor self-image largely exemplifies an anger turned inward (i.e. I become angry at myself because I am not an ok person.) The feeling of non-acceptance of self is usually brought on by other reactions to the source: the ending of a relationship; a poor living situation; a bad environment...a useless fad anyway.

Again, in order not to be sucked up by these anxieties it is necessary to pinpoint the source and deal with it by talking to someone, reevaluating yourself or doing something to set yourself back on your feet.

There are three things we have been trying to emphasize in any case of depression: that it is necessary to realize your feelings ought not to be reactions to the source. The ending of a relationship; a poor living situation; a bad environment...a useless fad anyway.

This is not to say that it has to be a singular project. This is probably one of the most important times to get help from other. Friends, teachers and the counseling center can all be helpful depending on with which source you feel most comfortable. Yet, this may be one of the most difficult times to seek others. It means admitting a weakness and exposing yourself to other people's view of yourself as well.

Finally, we would like to say that depression is not something we need to try to snap out of immediately. That feeling creates even more anxiety. But by learning to cope on a day to day basis, working towards a constructive end, we should reach a comfortable point and we will have learned something more about ourselves.

To the editor,

The campaign to save the earth is part of the nature course. At least that's what some would have us believe. Fortunately this is far from being the case.

The present environmental movement, born during a period of turmoil and marching in the streets, has, like its progenitor the New Left, assumed a new profile. Realizing a day of environmental concern means nothing if the concept is forgotten the rest of the year, efforts have therefore been channeled away from the circus-like atmosphere of Earth Day, and towards those activities with a broader, more lasting effect.

Politics is replacing parades. Large scale protest marches, as the one on the capitol last April and the April 16 march on October 21, reappear in the headlines. "Democracy not always the lead line of the article was page seven of the Nov. 7 edition of the Daily Call. It is doubtful that a handfull of placard-waving eco-freaks outside of the Quaod could have contributed anything constructive. Might not a positive approach to a problem such as the Environmental Council sponsored trip to the Solar Energy Center at W.Parks yield better results than, say, picketing the downtown Public Service building?

As for the attitudes of the candidates themselves, it is unfortunate that "environmental quality" has replaced motherhood and apple pie as an "hot button" issue of political rhetoric...I mean, who can come out against a clean environment...

At the same time, it's more than likely that those who have jumped off the environmental bandwagon never saw it as more than an opportunistic fad anyway. Hypocrites are worse than usual.

The voices have not been lowered; they have been tempered with action. How this can be continued and wholesale disininterest in the problem is beyond us.

The public answer lies not in continually berating those individuals who have shown their interest in environmental issues, but rather in awakening each and every passenger on this tiny spaceship to the urgency of the situation surrounding us.

We hope some of us come out of this experience long enough to see it for what it is.

Environmental Council
No problem at Lucky's

by Jayne L. Hubacher

"We aren't having any problems right now," said Jim Fuller, manager of Mr. Lucky's Night Club, in a recent interview.

Fuller was interviewed as a followup to an article that appeared in the Aug. 29 issue of the Pointer. The article concerned what appeared to be bullet holes in the front door and in the main panels on the east side of the building.

If the article had not appeared in the paper then the chances would have been greater of finding out who did the shooting or who was involved with it, said Fuller.

Various city officials have commented that certain aspects of the story were not true.

Bob Kerkieck, author of the story and Pointer editor, said that he stands behind what was written in the story and that he will go to jail if necessary to protect his sources.

"If they denied that incident was true in any part, why didn't they go through with the libel case, they threatened me with," said Kerkieck.

Schneider said that the shooting happened so long ago that it doesn't concern him anymore and to him the case is closed.

"There is no official report of the Stevens Point Police Department. I don't know where your editor got his information," said Loomis, "but I sure would like to know."
Stevens Pond

The Student Norm

Locum

by Capt. TEE VEE

by Taurus S.

by 'PUS'
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SUNDAY | MONDAY | TUESDAY | WEDNESDAY | THURSDAY | FRIDAY | SATURDAY

REAL EXIST - Information on "what is happening on campus" can be obtained by dialing Ext. 3000. All student organizations are welcome to have their co-curricular events recorded on this tape at no cost if the information is submitted to the Student Activities Office at least 1 day prior to the event.

CALENDAR UPDATE - A follow-up of the calendar events with additions, changes, and cancellations will be published weekly. Please submit any additional programs or changes which you may have to the Student Activities Office 2 weeks prior to the event if you wish to have them included in the calendar update.

All I am.......

Too much work and I can't think
and in my neck there forms a kink.
My mind is spinning, I'm on the brink.
I decide right then, go have a drink.

Instead of studying for each class
or worrying whether I'll fail or pass,
I wink and smile at each cute lamb
tell the bartender to fill my glass.

My teacher says I'm a low down skunk.
My roommate thinks I'm a little punk.
But I don't listen to all this bunk.
For all I am I plain old drunk.
Lee Lack